Remco Product Selection Guide

Vikan Brooms & Scrubs

Remco is the Exclusive US Partner of Vikan

Bristle Options

Broom Options

n Soft — Bristles are longer and thinner
than other types; ideal for sweeping
dry, fine particles like flour and sugar

nS
 weeping Brooms — Designed to sweep
environments where hygiene and efficiency are
essential. Available in a variety of bristle options to
accommodate cleaning and sanitation efforts.

n Medium — Suitable for wet and dry
applications; great for sweeping larger
food particles such as peelings

n Deck Scrubs — Designed to remove stubborn or
sticky particles from decks and floors.

n Stiff — Bristles are shorter or thicker;
perfect for scrubbing difficult dirt and
for wet use with cleaning agents

nS
 pecialty Scrub Brushes — Designed to
remove stubborn or sticky particles from a variety
of surfaces such as walls, floors, and even grout.
Waterfed options are available.

nS
 oft/Stiff Combo — The best of
both worlds, offering stiff bristles that
loosen stubborn dirt and soft bristles
that sweep away fine particles
nS
 oft/Split — Soft bristle with split
ends; split bristle fibers hold more
water and cleaning agent to achieve
a maximum washing effect

Type

Denotes
Bristle Type

n Tank Brushes — Clean curved surfaces easily
and efficiently with the broad angled bristle
arrangement of the tank brushes.

Staple Set vs UST
UST’s unique design and construction
improves bristle retention and allows for
significantly more effective cleaning of the
product itself.

2 mm
10 mm

brush block

brush block

Denotes
Waterfed Product

Indicates waterflow and turbulence
Indicates debris

Denotes Ultra
Safe Technology

metal staple

Drilled & stapled

UST brushware

Specialty Scrub Brushes
• The right level of clean needs the right
tool, and our specialty scrub brushes
get the job done with distinct bristle
patterns, stiffness, and angles.
• The Grout Brush (7040x) has an arrow
shaped bristle pattern designed to
deliver effective cleaning performance to
the natural cracks, crevices, and grout
lines of tiled surfaces.
• The angled bristles on the High-Low
Brush (7047x) were designed to clean
the area where the wall meets the floor,
as well as in exposed drains and gulleys.

STIFF

MED.
2 3 4 5 6

7040x

Vikan Grout Brush

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

7047x

Vikan High-Low Brush

SOFT/
SPLIT

2 3 4 5 6 7

7067x

Vikan Waterfed Washing
Brush w/Angle Adjustment

• The Waterfed Washing Brush w/Angle-Adjustment (7067x) can
be used as a dusting brush or a wall/machine washing brush. It’s
waterfed design is excellent for rinsing after foaming.
• Tank Brushes (7037x and 7039x) have a unique 180 degree bristle
pattern for uniform cleaning of curved surfaces.

STIFF

MED.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

7037x

Vikan Tank Brush

2

2 3 4 5 6

7039x

Vikan Tank Brush

For detailed broom and scrub measurements, consult Remco’s full-line catalog or visit www.remcoproducts.com

Sweeping Brooms
• Angled bristles make the Angle Cut
Broom (2914x) ideal for sweeping
narrow spaces and collecting large
particles of debris before further
cleaning or sanitizing.
• Vikan Push Brooms (2915x, 2920x)
work best over large areas, moving
heavy debris across an area. The thick
bristle pattern has the strength to push
large particles and the density to keep
from losing smaller debris.

STIFF

STIFF
2 3 4 5 6 7 9

2914x

Vikan Angle Broom

STIFF
2 3 4 5 6 9

2915x

Vikan 13” Push Broom

2 3 4 5 6

2920x

Vikan 20” Push Broom

• Often used as lobby brooms, Vikan
Upright Brooms (3104x and 3166x) are
ideal for sweeping narrow spaces and
between production lines.
• The Fine Particle Push Broom (3178x)
is suitable for dry environments. Typical
uses include sweeping fine particles
such has flour, starch, sugar, and other
dry powders. It also performs well on
dust and fine dirt.

SOFT/
STIFF

MED.
2 3 4 5 6

3104x

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

3166x

Vikan 10” Upright Broom

Vikan 12” Upright Broom

SOFT

MED.

SOFT/
SPLIT

2 3 4 5 6

3178x

Vikan 16” Fine Particle
Push Broom

• UST Push Brooms (3171x and 3173x)
maximize the cleaning effort while
minimizing potential contaminants.
Bristle Security Units are organized
to form a unique bristle pattern that
provides improved efficiency and makes
tool cleaning and inspection easier.
• The Combo Push Brooms (3174x and
3194x) are suitable for both wet and dry
sweeping. The stiff front bristles loosen
and push heavier debris, while the soft
bristles on the back gather the finer
particles. These brooms are often used
in kitchens and restaurants.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

3171x

3173x

Vikan 16” UST
Push Broom

Vikan 16” UST
Push Broom

SOFT/
STIFF

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

3174x

Vikan 16” Combo
Push Broom

• The Small Particle Push Brooms (3179x
and 3199x) are suitable for sweeping
particles in dry environments.
• 3194x and 3199x provide a 24” wide
broom head that is useful in large areas
where efficiency is important.

SOFT
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

3179x

Vikan 16” Small Particle
Push Broom

SOFT/
STIFF

SOFT
2 3 4 5 6 9

3194x

Vikan 24” Combo
Push Broom

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

3199x

Vikan 24” Small Particle
Push Broom

For detailed broom and scrub measurements, consult Remco’s full-line catalog or visit www.remcoproducts.com
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Deck Scrubs
• Deck scrubs, made to work with water
and liquid cleaning agents, are ideal for
scrubbing tough and stubborn messes.
• Waterfed Deck Scrubs (7041x and
7043x) allow a steady stream of water
to move through the tool for superior
cleaning power during scrubbing.
• The Narrow Flared Deck Scrub (7044x)
has a distinct bristle pattern, allowing
it to work well in difficult-to-reach and
constrained areas. By applying firm
downward pressure on the scrub,
the bristles will reach and clean into
awkward corners and recesses.
• Stiff bristles on the 12” Deck Scrub
(7060x) and 19” Deck Scrub (7062x)
provide a deep clean that removes
tough debris on all types of floors;
epoxy, tiles, cement, etc.
• The 12” Deck Scrub (7061x) utilizes a
more gentle bristle type that allows for
scrubbing a range sensitive surfaces,
walls and floors included.

MED.

STIFF

MED.
2 3 4 5 6 7

7041x

Vikan Deck Scrub

7043x

Vikan Deck Scrub

MED.

STIFF
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

7060x

Vikan 12” Deck Scrub

2 3 4 5 6

2 3 4 5 6

7044x

Vikan Narrow Flared
Deck Scrub

STIFF
2 3 4 5 6

7061x

Vikan 12” Deck Scrub

• The unique construction and pattern
of the Bristle Security Units makes
the UST Deck Scrub (7064x) very
effective at scrubbing stubborn debris
on both textured and smooth surfaces,
particularly in high risk areas where
hygiene is critical.

2 3 4 5 6

7062x

Vikan 19” Deck Scrub

MED.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

7064x

Vikan 16” UST Deck Scrub

Vikan products are designed to work exclusively with Vikan handles:
• Vikan products employ a hygienic proprietary thread that is suitable for use in food contact areas.
• Vikan hygienic threads are not compatible with products that use another thread type.
• Vikan handles can be interchanged with all other Remco and Vikan products such as scrapers,
brooms, scrubs, squeegees, tube brushes, and pad holders.
For more information about Vikan and Remco handles, email cs@remcoproducts.com or call (317) 876-9856
Remco Products Corporation
4735 West 106th Street
Zionsville, Indiana 46077
PHONE: 317.876.9856 | FAX: 800.585.8619
www.remcoproducts.com
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For detailed broom and scrub measurements, consult Remco’s full-line catalog or visit www.remcoproducts.com

